the fraudulent “mistake” he bought a cashier’s check from the Firm’s operating account. He had
our trust accountant issue an “in-kind credit” for the trust amount of $5,040. Pelley then returned
to the firm’s bank cashed it and kept the money. In evidence is the cashier’s check with a stamp
to the effect of returned for cash by purchaser. This evidence would require minimal redaction.
2. Embezzlement or Conversion
A plain text reading of the operating agreement Article 5.2 Compensation, “The Members
may be compensated for their management of the Company through the establishment of
guaranteed payments. Compensation will be set by unanimous agreement of the Members.” as
well as, 9.4 “No distribution shall be declared and paid unless, after the distribution is made, the
assets of the Company are in excess of all liabilities of the Company, except liabilities to Members
on account of their contributions.” I presume that our corporate counsel would testify.
By unanimous consent decided upon his joining my firm, Pelley was authorized to take
and did take every month a documented, single monthly cash draw for $6,000 dollars. In addition
to those authorized draws between January 1, 2017 and May 31, 2017, Pelly took approximately
$43,000 dollars in excess funds from the company bank account, systematically hid the records of
these withdrawals, and lied to accounting professional about these withdrawals.
In evidence are emails, accounting records, withdrawal slips, ATM receipts, bank records,
and ledgers showing that from January 2017 through May 2017, Pelley took his agreed to $6,000
dollars a month plus more than $43,000 dollars in what he called owners draws while more than
$50,000 dollars in firm expenses went unpaid, including ten thousand dollars for three months of
rent for the Seattle office. In emails and QuickBook ledgers, Pelley demonstrates that he was
aware that he did not have that authority to take draws without unanimous consent, when in July
of 2016 and August of 2017, Pelley asked me if he could take $7,000 instead of our agreed to
monthly limit of $6,000 for a family trip, I agreed and took matching $7,000 dollar draws. Pelley
steadfastly refused to receive a check as I did, he made monthly cash withdrawals for $6,000
dollars and diligently wrote “owner’s draw” on the receipt and provided it to the firm Practice
Manager. In the same time period, Pelley went to great lengths to hide all of the transactions for
the $43,000+ dollars in unauthorized draws. All in evidence and all demonstrating that he knew
how to follow firm accounting protocols on all draws and that he had to seek unanimous consent
first. Every single extra dollar that Pelley took beyond the unanimously consented to $6,000 and
two $7,000-dollar draws was conversion and/or embezzlement.
GOOGLE DRIVE AND PIRIE LAPTOP
18 U.S. Code § 1030. Fraud and related activity in connection with computers
3. Computer Violations and Destruction of Evidence
Google Drive
Arbitrator referring to the settlement agreement stated that, “The Seller [Pelley] was also
required to transfer all administrative access information for firm’s media and IT support on March
5, 2018” and goes on to state “He failed to comply until late on March 7 and in the meantime
destroyed firm files.” Pelley had no authorization to even log into the Pirie Laptop nor the firm
Google Drive on March 6-7, 2018. Federal law cited above and case law on this federal felony is
such that intentionally accessing a computer without authorization means the mere act of
unauthorized entry is a felony. Pelley claims that he inadvertently deleted over 435 client matter

folders, and historical files including ZZ NWMJ legacy which held 134 of me legacy solo practice
client matter files, Publications, Projects, PowerPoint CLE Past, Office Financials, Maryland
Business, Client Memos, Bar Communications, and Partners folders. A cursory internet search
reveals that Google Drive storage requires multiple steps in order to delete root or master files. In
arbitration, Pelley’s computer expert testified that Pelley must have been aware immediately that
he had deleted the entire drive and could easily have restored it, but because Pelley failed to do so
or put the firm on notice of his deletion, it was impossible for the firm to recover the files. At the
time he entered the Google Drive, Pelley was no longer a member of NWMJ Law when “he sought
to delete Pelley Law files” so the rest of what he did, if he knew, inadvertent or not, is moot. I
presume that the computer consultant would testify.
Deleting Three Firm Email Addresses
At the time Pelley deleted all firm email under aaron@nwmjlaw.com,
aaron@ nwmjlaw.com and Pirie’s email under ben@ nwmjlaw.com he was no longer a member
of NWMJ Law. It requires separate action to delete a massive amount of email under three
addresses. The emails were not on the Blue drive. Pelley made intentional false representations
to the WSBA when he stated that “the files were backed up elsewhere,” he provided no evidence
to substantiate that the deletion of three email accounts was inadvertent, nor provide a justification
to exonerate himself about deleting entire firm email archives, all in violation federal computer
laws.
Systematic Destruction of Evidence
All of Pelley’s emails generated before January 30, 2018 were destroyed by his
systematically deleting his firm email for two years. Early in the partnership, I noticed that Pelley
was constantly asking me for old emails, when I asked Pelley’s paralegal
why, he
replied, “It’s just a new thing he is trying.” Following this exchange, Pelley stopped asking.
Indeed, while the firm was able to recover all of Pirie’s emails, all of Pelley’s emails generated
before January 30, 2018 were not accessible by the same recovery protocol. Pelley’s own
computer expert testified at the hearing that the inability to recover Pelley’s older email were a
systematic effort over time. Pelley made intentional false representations to the WSBA when he
stated that “the files were backed up elsewhere,” he provided no evidence to substantial that the
deletion of his firm emails over the course of two years was inadvertent, nor provide a justification
to exonerate himself about deleting firm emails for two years. I presume that the computer
consultant would testify.
Dick Laptop

Pelley and Dick made unauthorized entry to the Dick laptop, Pelly was no longer a member
of NWMJ Law and Dick had been fired. Together, they restored to factory settings to wipe the
drive and destroyed firm files, billable client work product, evidence of their crimes, etc. Pelley
states to the WSBA that he did this in compliance with his standard procedure when a computer
changed from one firm member to another. The firm retained ownership of all firm computers
except Pelley’s two firm computers, a desktop and a laptop. Not a single one in my possession,
except Dick ’s laptop, was ever restored to factory settings to wipe the drive prior to the Pelley’s
departure from the firm. In evidence are emails and the transitional IT person recalls a decision
was made not to do this because Pelley knew that employees, and specifically Dick were
inconsistent on their compliance with uploading to the Google Drive and Clio. Arbitrator found

Pelley’s testimony that he did this on all computers as a standard protocol not credible, Dick ’s
testimony that he saved all his work to the Google Drive not credible, in evidence are Clio reports
that show “no files found” under most of the Oregon clients Dick worked on, and the arbitration
award found damages on these clients. I presume that
(Oregon Bar Association
Dick
lawyer directory) would testify to save himself. The transitional IT person and the active duty
police officer I hired to examine and report on the Dick Laptop are willing and able to testify.
RCW 9A.72.020 Perjury in the first degree.
4. Perjury
Pelley has in many instances lied under oath about the funds taken. One of many examples,
specific to the
fee above, he falsified documents provided in the arbitration pleadings by
removing the check copies from his bank records, he testified that I was aware of the settlement
and that he shared the fees with me in deposition, but when questioned on that point, could not
recall the details of how and when he shared the news and fees despite the fact that this was the
largest fee in the history of the firm. I can recall the details of exactly how I learned about the
settlement agreement, on a wet Friday working alone in the Seattle office, I read an email found
on the Porsche drive (an automated back-up of Pelley’s computer that I retained at separation),
and I filed the police report that weekend.
Owner Draws
In an email exchange with the account, she asked about two of his simultaneous $2,000
ATM withdrawals he write in response Aaron owners draw, and another Aaron owner draw. Later
to the accountant I hired, Pelley stated that he stated that one was for him and the other was for
me, I never received those funds. I was excluded from that and more than 60% of all emails to the
accountant.
Computer Crimes
Pelley stated to the WSBA that he “inadvertently deleted the entire Google Drive.” In
evidence is a log showing that on March 7, 2018 two days after he was authorized to access firm
files, and prior to Pelley’s “inadvertent deletion” of the contents in folders listed above, he
downloaded everything onto a blue portable drive (“Blue drive”). The mere act of creating the
Blue drive is inconsistent with Pelley’s after-the-fact “inadvertent deletion” of the entire contents
on the Google Drive. Arbitrator writes “Pelley testified that he immediately realized he had erased
the firm’s files but that he did not correct the computer problem because of his animosity toward
Claimant.” Pelley’s justification that there was no harm because “the files were backed up
elsewhere” fails to address the catastrophic damage caused to clients when Pelley deleted all firm
email under aaron@nwmjlaw.com, aaron@7pointlaw.com, and Dick ’s email under
ben@7pointlaw.com.
Money Laundering RCW 9A.83.020
While he was still a member of NWMJ and actively planning his departure, Pelley used the
NWMJ IOLTA account to launder money. On January 3, 2018 a company owned by the same
person who owns
account, on January 8th

wired $20,000 dollars from an unknown entity to our trust
signed a fee agreement, and on January 10, 2018, Pelley

purchased a cashier’s check for $20,000 dollars paid to the order of
and delivered
it to the client. No work was done, no bill was generated for the time Pelley spent, the client was
not invoiced, and the party depositing the money was different from that receiving the cashier’s
check. The only purpose of this transaction through NWMJ ’s IOLTA account was to hide the
origin of funds.

